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At Movable Ink, we want you to be a marketing allstar. Whether you’re 
a newbie, a marketing pro or somewhere in between, we have tons of 

resources to help you get there.

In this eBook, you’ll find ten of our most popular posts from our blog, all 
aimed at helping you become the email marketing hero you were born to be. 
We show you how to write better email copy, as well as offer best practices 
and inspiration for personalization, automation, email templates and more.

Looking for a deeper dive or something else altogether? We’ve got you 
covered. Check out our resource page for more eBooks, webcasts, data 

reports and infographics. 

https://movableink.com/blog/
https://movableink.com/resources
https://movableink.com/resources
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1
Email Marketing 
Personalization 101

Imagine receiving an email from your best friend. 
You’d open it right away because a) It’s from 
someone you know and b) There’s a good chance 
the email content is relevant to you (and maybe even 

includes some salacious gossip).  

That’s the basic idea behind personalization for email 
marketers. (Minus the gossip. Usually.) When you 
personalize elements of your marketing emails like 
the subject line and email content, you’re speaking 
directly to your subscriber. And if you’re using more 
advanced personalization information like location 
or past purchases, you’ve successfully created a 
relevant experience.

When you create relevant experiences using 
personalization, you get better results from your 
emails. Personalized emails get 2.5x higher click-
through rates and 6x more sales. You’d think 
marketers would be personalizing emails like crazy, 
right? Sadly, 42% of marketers send everyone on their 
list the exact same email, and only 4% use data to 
personalize their emails. 

Since personalization is arguably the future of email 
marketing, we thought it was time to take an in-depth 
look at basic and more advanced personalization, 
including ways you can start collecting data to create 
personalized experiences with email today.

https://www.campaignmonitor.com/resources/guides/dynamic-content/
https://www.campaignmonitor.com/resources/guides/dynamic-content/
http://marketingland.com/report-almost-half-of-email-marketers-send-everyone-the-same-email-162831
https://www.marketo.com/articles/how-is-personalization-changing-the-face-of-marketing/
https://www.marketo.com/articles/how-is-personalization-changing-the-face-of-marketing/
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Basic personalization

If you’re new to email personalization or you just want some ideas for fast and easy 
tests using personalization, start here.

SUBJECT LINE 

In a study by Experian, personalized subject lines boosted open rates by 29.3% 
across industries. Travel and consumer products saw the biggest lifts, with increased 
open rates of 40.8% and 41.8%, respectively.

Personalized subject lines are incredibly eye-catching, but should be used sparingly - 
meaning that you shouldn’t include personalization in every subject line of every email 
you send. Instead, save it for special occasions, like the launch of a new product, a 
special event or a monthly newsletter.

You can use personalization in the form of a question to encourage engagement. 
Here’s how Liberty Mutual does it:

Nationwide Pet Insurance gets playful with their personalization, adding their 
subscriber’s pets’ names into the mix.

Best practices 
for subject line 
personalization:

This type of personalization 
is based on your subscriber’s 

name alone. Be sure that 
you use only their first name 

(addressing someone by both 
their first and last name is a 
bit awkward). Before hitting 

send, check to make sure your 
personalization is working. 

You may want to review your 
subscriber list to ensure that 
names appear correctly and 

that there aren’t any obscenities 
in the mix (you never know).

Email Personalization 101

https://www.marketingsherpa.com/article/chart/personal-subject-lines
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EMAIL CONTENT

Adding your subscriber’s first name to the content of your email is another way to 
get personal in the inbox. In contrast to subject line personalization, using your 
subscriber’s name in the body of your email may feel more natural. We do address 
our friends and colleagues by their names when we write to them, after all. Feel free 
to use personalization in your email content more frequently than you would your 
subject lines.

Really Good Emails uses personalization in the body of their email to promote their 
AMA session, throwing in some humor to make it feel more human.

Best practices 
for email content 

personalization:

Using your subscriber’s name 
in your greeting is a given (Hi, 
Kristen!) , but using it naturally 

throughout the text of your 
message is more challenging. 

If you’re new to personalization, 
try it out in the greeting only. 

Then work your way up to using 
it more frequently throughout 

your email content.

Email Personalization 101

http://reallygoodemails.com/
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Advanced personalization

Have more in-depth data on your subscribers? (If not, no worries - 
we’ll address how to collect that data later.) You can use that data to 
create personalized email experiences.

LOCATION 

There are a lot of unique ways to engage with your subscribers using 
emails that target their location. If your business has multiple brick 
and mortar locations, you can send emails that help your subscribers 
find the nearest location of your store.

The sports industry can take advantage of location by targeting 
subscribers based on their local teams. So if you were running a 
sale on jerseys, you could send emails featuring your subscribers’ 
hometown jerseys. Or if there was a big event on the horizon, you 
could promote merchandise that applies to that event.

Nation organizations with local chapters can promote events with 
real-time updates to anyone interested in attending. Retailers can run 
sales based on local happenings. The travel industry can give price 
information specific to their subscriber’s town 
of origin.

You get the idea. Location-based targeting is incredibly useful and 
relevant to your subscribers.

Email Personalization 101
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WEATHER

Like location personalization, weather personalization is a 
versatile datapoint across industries. Retailers can use it to 
promote sales on warm weather or cold weather apparel. 
The travel industry can promote warm weather getaways to 
those in cold climates, or even show the exact forecast for 
specific destinations.

eHarmony uses weather personalization in an exceptionally 
unique way by generating date ideas based on their 
member’s local weekend weather forecast.

PAST PURCHASES

Retailers of all sizes can 
benefit from past purchase 
personalization (say that three 
times fast!) in their emails. These 
types of emails automatically pull 
in products and services related 
to purchases your customers 
have already made, so there’s a 
better chance that they’ll become 
repeat customers. You can include 
products in a similar price range, 
products that appear in the 
same category or products that 
are related or can be used with 
an item your customer already 
bought.

Here’s how Dollar Shave Club 
upsells their customers who 
recently made a purchase.

Email Personalization 101
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How to get started with  
email personalization

You may be thinking, “This all sounds great, but where do I begin?” 
You can start by testing the basic personalization ideas listed above. 
But if you want to get more advanced, you’ll want to start collecting 
additional data from your subscribers.

One of the most basic ways you can start collecting data is with the 
sign up form you use to collect new email subscribers. To do this, 
simply add a field to your form asking for the additional information 
you want. This could be location, the types of products or services 
they’re most interested in or whether or not they’re currently a 
customer.

Be warned: There is a downside to collecting data with your sign 
up form. Increasing the number of fields you include on your form 
can mean a decrease in conversions (up to 66% less, according to 
QuickSprout). Limit the number of fields you collect – name, email 
address and one additional field are more than enough to ask for in 
your sign up form.

So how do you collect additional data without decreasing your 
conversions or bugging your subscribers? Progressive profiling is one 
smart way to do it. Using progressive profiling, you can continuously 
collect data from your existing subscribers using live polling. It 
creates an interactive email experience that makes turns data-
collecting into a fun and engaging experience.

Case in point: When Ticketmaster used live polling to ask their 
subscribers to vote for their artist picks for the MTV Video Music 
Awards, they exceeded their average open rate of 182% and had a 
zero unsubscribe rate.

There are lots of ways you can use progressive polling to collect 
data. If you’re a clothing retailer, you could send a “Who wore it 
best?” style email featuring one of your jackets styled two different 
ways. Then, depending on your subscriber’s choice, you can send 
them relevant emails based on that choice. The travel industry can 
ask their subscribers about their dream destinations, and then send 
emails promoting sales for related destinations.

Email Personalization 101

Get started with email 
personalization today

Email personalization lets you deliver relevant content 
to your subscribers, helping you create better customer 
experiences. If you’re new to personalization, now is the 

time to test it out on your audience to see what resonates 
with them. To learn more about email personalization, 

check out these helpful tips for getting started.

https://www.quicksprout.com/http://
https://movableink.com/blog/how-to-collect-data-for-email-personalization/
https://movableink.com/blog/email-innovators-how-some-brands-are-killing-it-with-email/
https://movableink.com/blog/personalization-remains-a-missed-opportunity-for-many-marketers/
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2
How to Use Storytelling  
to Write Better Emails          

Let’s take a brief foray into neuroscience and look 
at some of the interesting things that happen in the 
human brain when we are told stories. 

They include neural coupling, which is when the 
brain essentially turns the storyteller’s experience 
into our own experience. A remarkable process 
called mirroring, where our brain activity begins to 
mimic that of the storyteller’s, also occurs. Dopamine, 
a neurotransmitter that has been found to aid 
memory retention, is released. And the cortex, the 
part of our brain associated with thought and action, 
is activated more than it would be if we were just 
processing facts.

“Numerous studies over the years have proven that 
our brains are far more engaged by storytelling than 
the cold, hard facts,” writes Rachel Gillette in Fast 
Company. “Our brains are insanely greedy for stories. 
We spend about a third of our lives daydreaming 
– our minds are constantly looking for distraction – 
and the only time we stop flitting from daydream to 
daydream is when we have a good story in front of 
us.”

That explains why stories are such an incredibly 
powerful tool for email marketers to use to connect 
with customers.

http://www.onespot.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/onespotscience4-1.jpg
https://www.fastcompany.com/3031419/hit-the-ground-running/why-our-brains-crave-storytelling-in-marketing
https://www.fastcompany.com/3031419/hit-the-ground-running/why-our-brains-crave-storytelling-in-marketing
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Weaving stories into your email content

You don’t have to be a fiction writer to be an effective storytelling email-marketer. 

“Storytelling is not inventing a story,” advises i-SCOOP’s J-P De Clerck. “In fact, 
the very reason why your business exists, why you have developed products 
and services and why you do what you do is filled with stories. You want to fulfill 
needs, respond to questions, engage on an emotional level, connect, find your 
voice and listen to voices in the intersection of brand and audience.”

Worried that you aren’t a natural storyteller? You can fix that. Aaron Beashel, 
writing for Campaign Monitor, offers a simple three-part formula for crafting 
compelling stories and provides an example that showcases the formula at work:

“In the first part, your goal is to paint a picture of the reader’s world as it was. In 
the second part, the goal is to show the drama that created a shift in the reader’s 
world. In the third and final part, the goal is to show them how your product can 
be a resolution to the drama and how their world can be good once again.”

You want to fulfill 
needs, respond 

to questions, 
engage on an 

emotional level, 
connect, find your 
voice and listen 
to voices in the 

intersection 
of brand 

and audience.

”
”

How to Use Storytelling to Write Better Emails

http://www.i-scoop.eu/using-storytelling-strengthen-brand/
https://www.campaignmonitor.com/blog/email-marketing/2015/02/increase-email-click-through-rate-storytelling/
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5 story types to use in your emails

Marketing consultant Terry Dean suggests five types of stories for 
email marketers to use:

CASE STUDIES/TESTIMONIALS

There are few stories more compelling to your potential customer 
than stories about – or from – your current customers. Let their 
experiences tell your story for you.

“REASON WHY” STORIES

If you are promoting a special offer, explain the story behind it. Why 
not share that that the offer is designed to mark an anniversary, 
commemorate a holiday or move excess inventory? Use a story to 
explain to your customers why they are hearing from you.

JetBlue pegged this email to a “very special” anniversary that likely 
otherwise would have gone unnoticed by the recipient – the one-
year anniversary of their email “relationship.” It’s a great example of 
“reason why” storytelling.

How to Use Storytelling to Write Better Emails

https://blog.crazyegg.com/2014/03/14/storytelling-in-email/
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ORIGIN STORIES

These are the stories behind your company or product that can serve 
to differentiate you from your competition. They can be about what 
inspired the founding of the company or about the gaps you see that 
you are trying to fill.

VISION STORIES

Share your aspirations. How is your company going to change your 
industry – or even the world? How are you going to provide better 
service? How do your products make people’s lives better?

RAPPORT-BUILDING STORIES

Your stories don’t always have to be directly related to your products. 
They can even be personal anecdotes. Sometimes telling a story 
outside the realm of your business can help humanize your brand 
and help build engagement.

How to Use Storytelling to Write Better Emails

One last word about 
storytelling

Dean cautions that storytelling is not a replacement for 
the other elements in your marketing toolkit; rather, it 
can serve as an adjunct for traditional email marketing 
techniques. “You should share content. You should run 

special promotions,” he says. “But those, more often 
than not, appeal to the logic centers of the brain. It’s 

stories that bypass the logic center and go directly into 
people’s emotions.”

https://movableink.com/blog/4-ways-to-humanize-your-brand-with-email-marketing/
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3
5 Email Subject Line Mistakes to Avoid 
+ 1 Big Way to Boost Open-Rates

For an email marketer, there is nothing sadder 
in the this world than hitting send and hearing 
complete silence: dismal open rates that lead to 
low engagement, and ultimately time wasted on a 
campaign that doesn’t move the needle. 

If this is your worst nightmare (and it should be), it’s 
time to re-evaluate the language you’re using in your 
email subject lines. We teamed up with Grammarly 
to poll their blog readers about their most-hated and 
most-loved subject lines. Here are their comments, 
insights and how you can craft a subject line that 
boosts open rates.

5 Email Subject Lines to Avoid + 1 Big Way to Boost Open-Rates

https://www.grammarly.com/review
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The biggest subject line 
pet peeves

GRAMMAR ERRORS

“Bad grammar, which reflects ignorance to me. 

So then I tend to disregard the rest of the person’s 

comment because I think they’re not very bright.”

Ouch.

Not surprisingly, the biggest subject line faux-pas amongst the 
Grammarly audience was spelling and grammatical errors, which 
irked 35% of people.

Try this: 
Proofreading is everything when it comes to avoiding grammatical 
errors. Get a second pair of eyes on your work to get new 
perspective. You can also try a tool like this one that automatically 
checks for spelling and grammar mistakes in your emails.

ABUSING THE CAPS-LOCK BUTTON

“DON’T SHOUT AT ME!! Honestly, all caps lock? It’s binned.”

Following closely behind was subject lines in all caps at 24%. 
There’s no question that using all caps is a one-way ticket to a mass 
unsubscribe exodus.

5 Email Subject Lines to Avoid + 1 Big Way to Boost Open-Rates

https://www.grammarly.com/?AT3168=2
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Try this: 
Want to draw attention in the inbox without annoying your 
subscribers? Try using emojis in your subject line. They won’t work 
for all audiences, so it’s important to test and see if emojis resonate 
with your subscribers. Learn more about incorporating emojis into 
your emails here.

UNNECESSARY PUNCTUATION, SALES-Y LANGUAGE 
AND BROKEN PERSONALIZATION – OH MY!

Next up is unnecessary punctuation (like too many exclamation 
points) at 17%, followed by overly sales-y language and broken 
personalization, coming in at 12% each. All of these tactics are 
commonly used by spammers, so it’s no wonder why so many 
people are peeved by them.

Grammarly’s readers have certainly received their share of subject 
lines containing the aforementioned faux-pas. Here are a few they 
really can’t stand.

“Over exaggeration, excess of superlatives and !!!’s”

“This happened and you won’t believe what happened next!”

“You have won one-million dollars! Read here to redeem!”

Try this: 
Remember, email is personal. The language you use in your subject 
line should feel natural, not sales-y or robotic. Avoid jargon in your 
subject line whenever possible.

(CONTINUED)

5 Email Subject Lines to Avoid + 1 Big Way to Boost Open-Rates

https://movableink.com/blog/how-to-use-emojis-in-your-email-campaigns/
https://movableink.com/blog/how-to-use-emojis-in-your-email-campaigns/
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The best way to boost open rates

And the winner is… relevancy! 50% of Grammarly’s followers want to 
be able to scan a subject line and know what the email is about right 
away. Subject lines lacking the actual subject of the email are deal-
breakers.

“Any language that doesn’t contain the subject bugs me.”

That means your subject line needs to be concise and relevant. As a 
business, how can you make that happen?

First, always send emails based on the data you’ve collected on your 
subscribers to create personal, relevant experiences. (Here’s a primer 
on basic and advanced email personalization.)

When it comes to your subject line, one of the best ways to gain 
more opens is making sure your subject line directly pertains to the 
email content inside. This lets your subscribers know right away what 
your email is about, and will encourage them to open and click-
through faster.

Here’s an example:

Let’s say I want to promote a one-day only sneaker sale. These are 
my subject line options:

• Be your own fitness hero.
• Today only: 50% off sneakers.

5 Email Subject Lines to Avoid + 1 Big Way to Boost Open-Rates

https://movableink.com/blog/email-marketing-personalization-101/
https://movableink.com/blog/email-marketing-personalization-101/
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Sure, the first option is more whimsical and creative, but it doesn’t 
say anything about the sale I’m promoting. If I want people to 
click-through and take advantage of the sale, the second option 
has a better chance of making that happen. This won’t always be 
the case, though, which is why A/B split testing your subject lines 
is so important.

Try this: 
Real-time A/B testing lets you test two email subject lines. When one 
outperforms the other, it automatically sends the winning subject line 
to all of your remaining recipients. Learn more about how real-time 
testing gets better results.

(CONTINUED)

Boost open rates with 
incredible subject lines

Getting your emails opened is biggest - and arguably 
most important - first step of running a successful email 
campaign. Creating subject lines that resonate with your 
audience is a big part delivering a contextual experience 
with email, so test out some of the tips listed here before 

you hit send on your next campaign.

5 Email Subject Lines to Avoid + 1 Big Way to Boost Open-Rates

https://movableink.com/blog/real-time-a-b-testing/
https://movableink.com/blog/real-time-a-b-testing/
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4
Using Customer Testimonials  
in Your Emails

Customer testimonials are one of the most powerful 
tools that email marketers have in their conversion 
arsenal. Why? Because they work. And they work 
because they function as social proof – an extremely 
powerful motivator of consumer action.

According to Syed Balkhi, the co-founder of 
OptinMonster, social proof is “a psychological 
phenomenon where people conform to the actions 
of others under the assumption that those actions are 
reflective of the correct behavior.”

“There’s no denying the power of social proof,” Balkhi 
writes. “Consumers want proof from their peers – not 
the brands selling the products.” He cites several 
studies to back up that statement, including one by 
Nielsen indicating that 92% of people will trust a 

recommendation from a peer, and 70% of people will 
trust a recommendation from someone they don’t 
even know.

That’s why customer testimonials are “one of the most 
powerful trust signals you can use on your website and 
in your marketing campaigns,” writes WordStream’s 
Dan Shewan. “Persuasive testimonials from satisfied 
customers can sway even the most hesitant prospect.”

So, now that we’ve established why customer 
testimonials can be so effective, let’s take a look at 
some specific things they can help you accomplish, the 
ingredients that comprise powerful, conversion-driving 
testimonials and how to obtain useful feedback from 
your most satisfied customers that you can craft into 
powerful testimonials.

http://optinmonster.com/11-ways-to-use-social-proof-to-increase-your-conversions/
http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2015/05/05/customer-testimonials
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What can testimonials do for you?

On a macro level, it’s easy to describe why you want to use 
compelling testimonials: to help you market your product or service. 
But if you slice things a little finer, as copywriter Joel Klettke has 
done on the iAcquire blog, you’ll find that testimonials can help your 
marketing in several specific ways.

Klettke has identified seven things that testimonials can help you 
accomplish, which are:

• Identify your market/Help customers self-identify
Testimonials can “show your customers that people just like them 
are finding answers to the problems they share.”

• Highlight a key benefit
“Testimonials can be used to support and elaborate on the real 
value of the benefits you’re trying to sell a customer on.”

• Overcome objections
“Testimonials…can reassure a lead that they’ll get the outcome 
they’re looking for and persuade them that their objection is 
unfounded.”

• Create social pressure/introduce anxiety
“Social pressure (‘All the cool kids are doing it!’) creates a desire to 
emulate the actions and outcomes of those we respect and would 
like to relate to.”

• Tell your brand story
“Customer stories substantiate your claims; they give 
your story life.”

• Add a human element
“Seeing photos and hearing stories from satisfied customers 
adds an emotional, human appeal.”

• Compare and contrast with competitors
“Testimonials are a chance for people who have ‘tried it all’ to 
discredit your competition while pumping your tires.”

• Up your credibility
“Testimonials are success stories that others will aspire to, 
confirmations that both what you’re doing and how you do it are 
worth investing in.”

Simply put, testimonials help drive desired customer behavior – and 
results – because they say the things you cannot necessarily say for 
yourself. As Chris Garrett puts it at Copyblogger: “It’s hard to sing 
your own praises, and it rarely works when you do. In a testimonial, 
you have a third party saying what you might not be able to.”

Beyond fluff – the elements 
of a powerful testimonial

And powerful testimonials not only help tell your brand’s story, but 
they also serve to tell the story of the customer who’s sharing them, 

http://www.iacquire.com/blog/testify-how-to-wield-the-power-of-your-brand-testimonials
http://www.copyblogger.com/testimonials/
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writes Alex Turnbull, the CEO and founder of Groove, a helpdesk 
software company. “This helps readers put themselves in the 
storyteller’s shoes.”

“At Groove, we’ve found that good testimonials increase conversions 
by up to 15% on our homepage, guest post landing pages and email 
marketing,“ Turnbull writes.

Turnbull asks the question “What’s a good testimonial?” and answers 
with: “Hint: it’s not a fluffy, gushing ‘Groove is amazing and changed 
my life’ statement. It’s much more nuanced than that…we’ve found 
is that the best-testing testimonials are specific about who the 
testimonial writer is, and what problem Groove solved for them. Good 
testimonials communicate very specifically the type of person the 
testimonial writer is and the type of problem they’ve been able to 
overcome.”

His thinking echoes that of Joel Klettke, who says the common 
elements of all compelling testimonials include:

• Specificity
The testimonial talks about specific problems, solutions, features, 
benefits and outcomes.

• Authenticity
The testimonial uses natural language and the customer’s voice, 
not yours.

• “Before/during/after” format
The testimonial explains what the customer experienced before, 
during and after they bought your product.

Klettke emphasizes that it is important that the reader be able to 
validate that the author of the testimonial is a real person. “Photos, 
names, locations, business names, social handles and website 
links are all elements that can help establish the credibility of the 
testimonial.”

Ask questions that solicit 
compelling testimonials

“Testimonials are so powerful because they’re delivered from a 
third-party perspective rather than the point of view of the seller,” 
writes Sean D’Souza at Copyblogger. “When a customer produces 
a testimonial that is rich in detail and emotion, the testimonial 
becomes complex but also believable. And that’s the main job of the 
testimonial.”

And while testimonials are likely to come your way unsolicited via 
email, comments on your website, via social media or through your 
conversations with customers, they are unlikely to be “rich in detail 
and emotion” unless you give the customer some guidance to help 
craft them, which D’Souza suggests doing by using the following 
questions when you ask for their feedback:

• What was the obstacle that would have prevented 
you from buying this product?

“There’s always an obstacle, and it’s often something you may not
have thought of. So when the customer brings up this obstacle, it 
presents an angle that’s unique, personal, and dramatic.”

Using Customer Testimonials in Your Emails

https://www.groovehq.com/blog/testimonials
http://www.iacquire.com/blog/testify-how-to-wield-the-power-of-your-brand-testimonials
http://www.copyblogger.com/testimonials-part-2/
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“As much as you can, leave things in their natural language; slang, 
turns of phrase and all. You are simply combining all of their feedback 
into a flowing commentary that makes sense from start to finish and 
reads like a cohesive statement instead of the answers to separate 
questions,” Klettke writes.

The final step is obtaining permission to use the testimonial the way 
you have edited it. “When you’re finished, show the customer for final 
approval of use. Be sure to also ask for a photo, social media handle 
and website link,” he advises.

• What did you find as a result of buying this product?
“The answer to this question will illustrate how the customer 
defused the obstacle identified in the first question.”

• What specific feature did you like most about this product?
“If you ask the customer to focus on the entire product, his 
response may be vague. That’s why you want to focus on a single 
feature or benefit that the customer liked most. This method 
brings out that one feature in explicit richness and detail.”

• What are three other benefits of this product?
“Since you already got information about one important feature, 
you can now go a little wider and see what else the customer 
found useful.”

• Would you recommend this product? If so, why?
“Unless the customer feels strongly about the product, she won’t 
be keen to recommend it. And when she does recommend it, she 
communicates to prospective buyers: ‘Hey, I recommend it, and 
here are the reasons why!’”

• Is there anything you’d like to add?
“At this point, the customer has often said everything she has 
to say. But there’s never any harm in asking this question. The 
questions before this one tend to “warm up” the customer, and 
sometimes you get the most amazing parting statements that you 
never could have imagined.”

Once you have the feedback in the customer’s own words, it’s time 
for you to craft it into a compelling testimonial. When you are doing 
that, it’s important that you do not “spin” the response in any way.

Using Customer Testimonials in Your Emails

The bottom line

Customer testimonials are proven winners. To make sure 
you successfully harness their enormous potential in 

your email marketing campaigns, be sure you ask your 
customers the right questions, thoughtfully craft their 

feedback into compelling examples of your product or 
service’s benefits, and make it clear that the testimonials 

you feature reflect real people telling real stories.

http://www.iacquire.com/blog/testify-how-to-wield-the-power-of-your-brand-testimonials
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5 A Guide to Visual Content in Email 

That old adage that a picture is worth a thousand 
words? It’s 100% true when it comes to marketing. 
Blog posts with images see sky-high engagement - 
up to 650% higher than those without. Visual content 
gets shared three times more than non-visual content 
across social channels.

As for email marketing, it’s no surprise that more 
and more people prefer emails with visuals. But 
these days, we have so many choices: static images, 
animated GIFs and videos. How can you be sure 
you’re using the right one?

Here’s a breakdown of the pros and cons of each, 
plus how you can use them in your next email 
marketing campaign.

http://www.inc.com/larry-kim/visual-content-marketing-16-eye-popping-statistics-you-need-to-know.html
http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/visual-content-marketing-strategy#sm.00018ld2afxlvekt11lxf02z0vvf0
http://www.hubspot.com/marketing-statistics?__hstc=174556925.5924baabcab6d55ac823830cbcca15e4.1466019787472.1466019787472.1466019787472.1&__hssc=174556925.1.1466019787473&__hsfp=893171401
http://www.hubspot.com/marketing-statistics?__hstc=174556925.5924baabcab6d55ac823830cbcca15e4.1466019787472.1466019787472.1466019787472.1&__hssc=174556925.1.1466019787473&__hsfp=893171401
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Static image

WHAT IT IS: A static image is any non-moving visual image. Think 
photographs, product shots or your brand’s logo.

HOW YOU CAN USE IT: Static images are ideal for showing off a 
single product or idea. For example, an online boutique could use a 
simple photo to show the detail in a new handbag. A travel website 
could show a tropical destination to promote a limited-time flight deal. 
An outdoor retailer could show an image of one of their tents in a 
forest to display a typical use case.

Ann Taylor Loft uses static images in their seasonal emails.

PROS:
• Out of the three visual mediums in this post, static images have
 the best shot at being seen by your subscribers.

• Static images are fairly easy to produce.
• Photo editing is usually not time-consuming.

CONS:
• There’s always a chance that some of your subscribers’ email 

providers may not display images, or your subscribers have turned 
images off. Learn more about image blocking in emails here.

• If you’re promoting something other than a physical product (like
 a service, digital product or an app), an image might be not cut it.

Bottom line: If you’re just getting started with adding visual content 
to your emails or if you sell physical products, test out a static image 
in your next email campaign.

A Guide to Visual Content in Email 

https://litmus.com/blog/the-ultimate-guide-to-email-image-blocking
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GIF

WHAT IT IS: An animated GIF is an image encoded in graphics 
interchange format, or more simply put, a moving image.

HOW YOU CAN USE IT: Have an app or an online product? GIFs are 
perfect for showing off a sleek new update or showing your subscribers 
how to use your online product. If you promote physical products, a GIF 
can provide a simple and delightful glimpse at how it’s used.

Here’s how Steve Madden used a GIF to promote their new app.

PROS:
• Emails with GIFs see increased click-through rates and soaring 
conversion rates.

• Lots of email clients display GIFs.
• There are many tools available to help you create animated GIFs.

CONS:
• If you’ve not a designer, there is a learning curve when it comes to 
creating your own GIFs.

• Animated GIFs often pack hefty file sizes. Be mindful of the number of 
frames you use, and use Photoshop to decrease files sizes if need be.

• If you’re trying to communicate a complex product or idea, GIFs may 
not be for you. (But if you do have a more complex idea, consider 
linking you GIF out to a full video!)

Bottom line: Animated GIFs are incredibly impactful and eye-catching. 
They’re the ideal alternative to a video, but they’re not always easy to 
create on your own.

A Guide to Visual Content in Email 

http://www.getvero.com/resources/animated-gifs/
http://sherpablog.marketingsherpa.com/email-marketing/creative-throwback-gif-campaign/
http://sherpablog.marketingsherpa.com/email-marketing/creative-throwback-gif-campaign/
http://lifehacker.com/the-complete-guide-to-making-animated-gifs-1503276993
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Video

WHAT IT IS: This one is self-explanatory, but it’s worth noting that 
YouTube is now the second largest search engine. Let that sink in.

HOW YOU CAN USE IT: With video, you have both visual and audio 
to work with, so you can dig into more details about your products 
or services. Use video when you need to deliver a clear, benefits-
focused explanation.

Wistia includes a play button on their screenshots that link to their 
videos and webinars, enticing people to click.

PROS:
• Emails with video can get a 200-300% increase in click-through rates
• You have more time and flexibility to illustrate your points.
• No resources? No problem. Test out your ideas with the video 
function in your phone.

CONS:
• If you want stellar production quality, you may need to outsource 
your video.

• Most email clients won’t play an embedded video in an email, so 
you’ll need to link out to your video. To encourage clicks, include a 
screenshot from your video that links to the video itself (like Wistia 
does above).

• Video editing can take time if you’re inexperienced.

Bottom line: Video can do big things for your email marketing 
engagement, but high-quality videos can take more time to produce.

Which type of visual content 
will you use in your emails?

Pick the type of visual content that best aligns with your email 
marketing goals and test it out in your next campaign. Keep an 
eye on your analytics and listen to your subscribers’ feedback 
to find and improve upon all the visual content in your emails.

A Guide to Visual Content in Email 

http://searchengineland.com/youtube-ranking-factors-getting-ranked-second-largest-search-engine-225533
http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/video-marketing-statistics#sm.00018ld2afxlvekt11lxf02z0vvf0
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6 5 Email Automation Best Practices

How do you save and time resources while keeping 
your customers and prospects engaged over time? 

It’s not marketing magic, but it’s pretty close: it’s email 
automation. 

91% of marketers say automation is critical to 
their success, and more than half of them plan on 
increasing their budget for it in the future. Out of the 
people using automation, 69% say it’s awesome for 
customer acquisition.

Before we dive into the many ways you can fine-tune 
email automation for your business, let’s start with an 
understanding of what it is.

http://www.emailmonday.com/marketing-automation-statistics-overview
http://www.emailmonday.com/marketing-automation-statistics-overview
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What is email automation?

Email automation is an email or a sequence of emails that you 
schedule ahead of time for your subscribers. If you’re using basic 
email automation, you’ll use evergreen content, or content that never 
expires. For example, you’d include FAQs about your business, an 
in-depth look at your product offerings or unique ways to use your 
products - as opposed to information about limited times sales or 
one-time events.

If you’re using more advanced automation, you could set up 
emails that send to your subscribers based on their behaviors. For 
example, you could set up an email that automatically sends to your 
subscribers who have been customers for one year, and reward 
them with a coupon. Within the email itself, you can use first name 
personalization to create an even better experience.

Or if you wanted to automate your email newsletter, you could create 
an email that automatically pulls in live content from your website or 
API. So if you have a blog, your newsletter would automatically pull 
in your latest posts. If you’re a retailer, your newsletter could include 
your inventory from your website.

No matter what type you use, automation is a must-have for any 
marketer. But with great power comes great responsibility, so here 
are five best practices to keep your email automation game strong.

5 Email Automation Best Practices

5 email automation best practices

MAP YOUR AUTOMATION TO  
YOUR CUSTOMER’S JOURNEY

Let’s say you have an automated email that sends to people who 
have been customers for five years. The content in that email would 
very different from an email you send to prospects, right? Your 
long-time customers and your prospects at at different stages of the 
buying journey, so the emails you send them should reflect that.

Not sure if your existing emails are delivering the right content at the 
right stage? Your first step is mapping out your customer’s journey 
and matching it with content that will help them along to the next 
stage. Then, use email automation to deliver that content. Here 
are five more strategies for using email to take advantage of the 
marketing funnel.

CONSIDER YOUR PERSONAS

If your automated emails aren’t taking your personas into account, 
listen up: using buyer personas in email campaigns improves 
open rates by 2x and click-through rates by 5x. Knowing who your 
customers are and the biggest challenges they face is vital for 
any type of content your create. It’s especially important in email 
marketing because timing is everything. Sending the right content at 
the right time could help you gain a new customer.

If you’re unsure about your customers’ needs, just ask! Survey 
your audience to find out their biggest challenges so you can 

https://movableink.com/blog/why-email-automation-is-a-marketers-must-have-tool/
https://blog.aweber.com/email-marketing/understanding-the-marketing-funnel-5-strategies-to-improve-your-email-marketing.htm
https://www.mltcreative.com/blog/4-common-pitfalls-b2b-buyer-personas/
https://www.mltcreative.com/blog/4-common-pitfalls-b2b-buyer-personas/
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determine how your business can help meet their needs. Get a solid 
understanding of the differences between your personas so you can 
serve them appropriate content in your emails. Here are more ways 
to research and develop customer personas.

ADD A HUMAN TOUCH

Just because your emails are automated doesn’t mean they should 
sound robotic. The opposite is true: because you can set up your 
emails to send to your subscribers at the exact right time, they should 
feel personal. Review the content of your automated emails for voice 
and tone. They should sound like they’re coming from a real human 
and they should use language that resonates with your audience.

WATCH YOUR ANALYTICS

If you’re not watching the analytics on your automated emails, you 
could be missing out on valuable opportunities to test and improve 
content. Which email stats should you keep an eye on? Open rates 
are a good place to start.

Don’t be alarmed if the first email in your automated series gets 
significantly higher opens than the rest of your emails - the average 
open rate for welcome emails is 50%. For the rest of your automated 
emails, aim for an open rate of 20% or higher. Watch your click-
through rates too - these should be at least 2% and ideally 3% and 
higher. Your click-through rates can be directly impacted by your call-
to-action. Test different types of calls-to-action (buttons, plain text) 
and call-to-action text if you’re looking to increase your click-through 
rates. Check out these benchmarks for email open rates and click-
through rates.

UPDATE AS NEEDED

Your email automation is only as good as the humans running it. 
It isn’t a 100% foolproof, set-it-and-forget it platform. That means if 
you’re not regularly testing and updating your automated emails, 
you’re not doing your business or your customers any favors. 
Neglecting to update and test leads to subpar customer experiences 
and increased unsubscribes.

The solution? Keep a close watch on your email analytics. Test new 
content. Check out what the competition is doing. Run reactivation 
campaigns to ensure that your subscribers are engaged. To better 
manage your email updates, create a calendar with dedicated days 
and times to review your automated email content.

Start sending amazing 
automated emails

Like any other marketing initiative, your automated emails 
will benefit from regular upkeep. If you’re looking to 

improve your results, start by implementing these best 
practices to optimize your automated email content today.

5 Email Automation Best Practices

http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/33491/Everything-Marketers-Need-to-Research-Create-Detailed-Buyer-Personas-Template.aspx#sm.00018ld2afxlvekt11lxf02z0vvf0
http://www.marketingsherpa.com/article/case-study/nonprofits-email-welcome-series-beats
http://www.marketingsherpa.com/article/case-study/nonprofits-email-welcome-series-beats
http://www.marketingsherpa.com/article/case-study/nonprofits-email-welcome-series-beats
http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/email-open-click-rate-benchmark#sm.00018ld2afxlvekt11lxf02z0vvf0
http://blog.marketo.com/2015/06/awaken-the-dead-how-to-re-engage-your-audience-with-reactivation-campaigns.html
http://blog.marketo.com/2015/06/awaken-the-dead-how-to-re-engage-your-audience-with-reactivation-campaigns.html
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7
The Benefits of Email Templates 
and How to Use Them

When it comes to email marketing, design can make 
or break your relationship with your customers.
Two-thirds of people would rather read something 
beautifully designed than something plain, and 80% 
will delete an email immediately if it doesn’t look good 
on their mobile device. Ouch.

On the other hand, a well-designed email can elevate 
subscriber engagement, getting you higher click-
through rates and sales. But creating compelling 
email content is difficult enough. Add in the struggle 
of designing an email when you’re short on time and 
resources, and you’ve got a monster of a project on 
your hands.

That’s where email templates come in handy.

http://wwwimages.adobe.com/content/dam/Adobe/en/max/2015/pdfs/state-of-content-oct.pdf
http://www.smartinsights.com/email-marketing/email-creative-and-copywriting/responsive-email-design-infographic/
http://blog.districtwebdesign.com/marketing/email-marketing/12-email-marketing-ideas-to-boost-subscriber-engagement/
http://blog.districtwebdesign.com/marketing/email-marketing/12-email-marketing-ideas-to-boost-subscriber-engagement/
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What is an email template?

An email template is an HTML file that you use to build email 
campaigns. A good template will let you copy and paste content 
directly into the file and render well on desktop, mobile and across 
various email service providers. You can use the same template 
again and again for multiple campaigns with different content.

And that’s just a basic email template. If you’re looking to elevate 
your email game, try a live email template. A live email template 
automatically populates content - your product inventory, current 
sales, or live sports score for example - from your website or API into 
the template itself. That means your template is consistently updating 
itself with fresh content for your subscribers, with zero additional 
work on your end. Pretty cool, huh?

The simple act of using an email template can completely overhaul 
your email production process. Here are just a few of their benefits.

The benefits of email templates

SAVE TIME

63% of marketers spend at least two hours per campaign on content 
and design. But on complex campaigns that require testing and 
approval from multiple sources, it can take even more time than that. 
Email templates let you plug your content into an existing template 
saving you the time of designing new templates for every new 

campaign. That means you get to spend more time creating content 
and less time on tedious design work.

STAY CONSISTENT

Consistency in your branding doesn’t just create a better overall 
experience for your subscribers, it gives them a reason to stick 
around longer. 63% of consumers say they’ve engaged with 
disappointing branded content, and a good number of them would 
not give that brand another chance.

Email templates give you a way to build your brand right into the 
template itself - your colors, logo and design aesthetic live within the 
template. The result is a positive, consistent brand experience that 
your subscribers want to interact with again and again.

DELIVER PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCES

94% of businesses say that personalization is critical to their success. 
How can a reusable email template be personal? Easy. With your 
template already designed, all you have to do is plug in your content, 
including personalization.

You can add basic personalization like your subscriber’s name, or you 
get take it to the next level with location, weather and action-based 
personalization. With a branded template and email content that 
speaks to your individual subscribers, you have a bulletproof email 
campaign.

The Benefits of Email Templates and How to Use Them

https://litmus.com/blog/what-is-an-email-template
http://blog.edmdesigner.com/posts/10-mind-blowing-email-marketing-statistics-from-2014
https://www.bopdesign.com/bop-blog/2015/10/15-crazy-branding-stats/
https://econsultancy.com/blog/62583-94-of-businesses-say-personalisation-is-critical-to-their-success
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Email templates in action

Here’s an example of a basic, stripped-down template from Zurb. If 
you’re just getting started with email, using a simple template like this 
can help you test it out.

Looking to try something a little more advanced? Here’s an example 
of a live template from Sprint’s welcome email. The top portion of 
the email automatically pulls in customer account information, so 

every new customer can find what they need fast. The result is a 
personalized, relevant email experience.

Want to get started with 
email templates?

If you’re looking to get started with email templates, first 
define the goal of your campaign. Are you promoting a sale 

or an event? Or are you trying to drive engagement? Let 
your goal shape the type of email template and content 

you deliver. No matter what type of template you choose, 
email templates can decrease your email production 

drastically. Try one out and see what it can do for you!

The Benefits of Email Templates and How to Use Them

http://zurb.com/playground/projects/responsive-email-templates/basic.html
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8
How to Write Your Most 
Actionable Email Ever

Whether you’re a retailer promoting a new line of 
sneakers, a hotel chain encouraging readers to 
enter for a chance to win their dream vacation or 
a restaurant displaying your seasonal offerings, all 
brand emails have one thing in common: you’re trying 
to persuade readers to take action - and preferably 
sooner rather than later.

Attention spans are shorter than ever, so you have to 
make every word in your emails count: in your subject 
lines, email body and call-to-action buttons. Read on 
to find out how to use attention-grabbing language 
that will drive your customers to act.

https://movableink.com/blog/how-to-write-email-content-for-short-attention-spans/
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Know your audience

A solid understanding of your audience and their needs is the first 
step toward writing actionable emails. Want to get to know them 
better? Just ask! Poll your audience regularly about their buying 
habits and what type of content they like best. Get to know them 
through their preferred social channels to get a feel for the type of 
language that resonates with them. All of this will give you insight 
into their buyer psychology and ultimately help you write better email 
content.

Once you and your audience are BFFs, you can begin creating 
actionable email copy that speaks their language and aligns with 
your goals.

If you want your audience to...

Make a purchase ASAP

Have a limited-time sale? Promoting an event? Trying to clear out 
inventory? Then you’ll want your audience to act fast. Brevity and 
clarity are key for this type of email. You content should be short and 
sweet, telling people exactly what you’re offering and how much (or 
little) time they have to act.

Bonus tip: Send urgent emails regularly? Beware, your readers 
could become fatigued by constant sale updates - especially if you 
regularly extend the time they have to act.

TRY THESE WORDS AND PHRASES:
• Only [how many you have left] available
• Today only
• Limited-time
• Limited quantities available
• Today only
• Sale ends at [time]

Read your new blog post

Tease one of the biggest facts or statistics from your blog post in 
your email subject line, and include a summary of what your readers 
can expect to learn in the email itself. Instead of saying they’ll 
discover “the best content tips,” say, “5 content tips that will drive 
more traffic to your website.” Tying your content to a specific solution 
always wins!

Bonus tip: Create two different email subject lines that promote your 
blog post, each presenting a different fact from your post. Then, split 
test them. The results will give you insight into what kind of content 
your audience cares about the most.

TRY THESE WORDS AND PHRASES:
• Learn more about [the subject of your blog post]
• Want to learn how to [the solution your blog post provides]
• Did you know that [insert outstanding fact from your post]
• I was surprised to find [surprising tidbit from your post]

How to Write Your Most Actionable Email Ever

http://www.convinceandconvert.com/content-marketing/psychological-ideas-for-a-content-marketing-strategy/
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Share your content on social

Checking out your content is one thing, but asking your audience 
to share it with their own network is another story. To encourage 
sharing, first imagine what would prompt you to share someone 
else’s content on social. The content would likely have to provide 
value and a unique perspective, right? If your content accomplishes 
this, go ahead and ask your audience to share it. Include social 
sharing buttons to make sharing easy.

You can also include some text they can include along with your 
post. That way, they can easily tease your blog post without having to 
come up with their own social copy. For example:

“Everything you need to know about [your post’s topic] is in this 

blog post.”

“Did you know that [statistic or unique fact from your blog post]? 

Learn more here!”

Bonus tip: Add a live social feed to your emails for a truly  
engaging experience.

TRY THESE WORDS AND PHRASES:
• Share now!
• Tell my friends
• Get social
• Share the love
• Spread the word

Download your latest 
eBook or PDF

Asking your readers to download something is a slightly bigger 
commitment than asking them to check out your latest blog post. 
Your email content needs to convey the value of your download. 
What will they learn? What problems it help them solve? Be as 
specific as possible to get them to act fast.

Bonus tip: Consider including an image from your eBook within the 
email itself.

TRY THESE WORDS AND PHRASES:
• Grab your copy
• Learn more about [the subject of your download]
• I want my [eBook, guide, etc]
• I want to start [action word related to your download]

Enter a contest

Asking your subscribers to enter a contest may seem like a no-
brainer. Who wouldn’t want to win free stuff? But not everyone on 
your list will take the time to enter, especially if it requires submitting 
their contact information again.

Encourage them to act by creating a sense of urgency with your 
email copy. Let them know how much time they have to act and 
exactly what they’ll win. Is there just one grand prize, or are there 

How to Write Your Most Actionable Email Ever
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multiple prizes? What’s their monetary value? Give as much detail as 
possible.

Bonus tip: To get even more entries, give all of your contest entrants 
a bonus gift just for entering. This can be your latest eBook, a coupon 
code or another small prize.

TRY THESE WORDS AND PHRASES:
• I want to win [your prize!]
• I’m ready to win!
• Enter now
• I’m feeling lucky

Brevity + clarity + value = 
Super actionable  

email content

There are three things that all actionable emails have 
in common: you guessed it; brevity, clarity and value. 

You only have your audience’s attention for a few short 
moments. Use these tips to create email content that 

makes every word in every email count.

How to Write Your Most Actionable Email Ever
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9 Email Marketing Metrics 101

The following post was written by Carl Sednaoui, Director of Marketing at MailCharts. MailCharts is the tool 
e-commerce marketers use to plan their email campaigns and track their competitors. Learn more here.

Email Marketing Metrics 101

https://twitter.com/CarlSednaoui
https://www.mailcharts.com/
https://www.mailcharts.com/pricing
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The best thing about email marketing is that you can track just about 
everything. Your email service provider (ESP) can likely tell you who 
opened your email, clicked on a link, made a purchase, or marked 
your email as spam. When it comes to email marketing optimization, 
this data is pure gold.

While there are cornerstone metrics such as open rate (the 
percentage of recipients who opened your email) and click rate (the 
percentage that clicked on a link in the email), there are other metrics 
you should monitor that are not likely provided by your ESP. 

The first one to look at is 
click-to-open rate.

The click-to-open rate helps you understand what percentage 
of subscribers opened an email and also clicked on a link. This 
is extremely helpful because it allows you to normalize click-rate 
performance. That is to say, an email with a 30% open rate is likely 
to have more clicks than an email with a 10% open rate (since the 
first email received 3x more opens). Using the simple click-to-open 
formula, you can compare click-intent for any set of emails. Here’s 
the formula:

Click-to-open rate = unique clicks / unique opens × 100

Another metric you’ll want to track is KPI-to-open rate. Just like we 
saw earlier, you want to normalize conversion data based on opens. 
In this case the KPI (key performance indicator) can be a sale, a demo 
booked, or any other conversion you care about. The formula is very 
similar to what we saw earlier:

KPI-to-open rate = unique KPI conversions / 
               unique opens × 100

There’s a few other metrics you’ll want to monitor. These include 
unsubscribe, spam, and bounce rates.

When it comes to unsubscribes and spam, you’ll want to see higher 
unsubscribes than spam complaints. When someone marks you as 
spam, this really hurts your reputation.

One way to minimize the impact of an unsubscribe is to build an email 
preference center where subscribers can customize which emails 
they want to receive from you and with what frequency. Someone 
may still want to hear from you, maybe they just don’t want to receive 
every single marketing email you send.

Now that you know what to track, let’s talk about how to improve 
these metrics.

Email Marketing Metrics 101

https://www.mailcharts.com/blog/dos-donts-email-deliverability
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Improving your open rate

The easiest way to improve your open rate is by testing your subject 
line. Sometimes even the smallest tweaks can have a large impact 
(e.g. test adding an emoji to your next newsletter).

Another key area for optimization is your email’s preview text. In 
many email clients the preview text actually displays more characters 
than the subject line.

You can also try testing who the email comes from, which can be 
edited in your ESP. Popular choices include your company name (e.g. 
MailCharts) or a specific person (e.g. Carl from MailCharts). When 
including a person’s name, make sure to include your company name 
— otherwise subscribers might not know who is sending the email.

The last variable you control to improve open rate is the email send 
time. Test sending your emails on different days at different times 
of the day to see what resonates better with your subscribers. 
The optimal send-day and send-time combination will vary greatly 
depending on your audience.

Email Marketing Metrics 101

https://blog.mailchimp.com/insights-from-mailchimps-send-time-optimization-system/
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Improving your click rate

When it comes to improving click rates everything that’s part of your 
email’s content is up for grabs: calls to action, imagery, copy, links, 
and length of the email.

Creating a well-designed email with clickable images, descriptive 
links, clear buttons, and adding incentives to click are all great ways 
to improve your email’s click rate. If you’re looking for some great 
email content examples, check out MailCharts curated email lists.

Improving conversion rates

Even though click rate and open rate are extremely important, none 
of this matters if your emails don’t drive conversions. While an email 
may have a 100% open rate, if nobody buys your product then the 
email clearly didn’t succeed. (Assuming you are optimizing for sales.)

The first step in optimizing conversions is to make sure you’re linking 
to the right place. When showcasing a product, for example, all your 
links should drive visitors to the product itself and not the homepage.

When possible, include links that are relevant to your audience. For 
example, Rapha links to different product sizes in their emails.

Email Marketing Metrics 101
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This makes finding items in my particular size a breeze.

Second, if your email is offering a discount, make sure said discount 
is automatically applied at checkout. It’s really painful when you need 
to go back to the email to find the promo code and copy / paste it 
before completing the transaction. The more you can do to reduce 
friction, the better.

Third, whenever possible, include some form of urgency. If inventory 
is limited, call this out in your email. If the promotion expires 
tomorrow, make sure that this is prominently displayed.

As you can imagine, this is just the tip of the iceberg when it 
comes to email marketing metrics. If you’re interested in learning 
more, check out MailCharts’ introductory and advanced chapters 
on email metrics.

Happy emailing,

Carl
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https://www.mailcharts.com/resources/email-marketing-fundamentals-ebook/metrics
https://www.mailcharts.com/resources/email-marketing-fundamentals-ebook/advanced-tactics
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10 Determining the value of a subscriber

It’s a question often on the minds of email marketers:

 “How do I know how much a subscriber is worth?” 

Being able to answer that question is critical, 
because acquiring subscribers usually comes at a 
cost, whether you are purchasing subscriber lists or 
investing in enticements, such as e-books, webinars 
or whitepapers. You don’t need an MBA to know that 
to stay in business you need the revenue from those 
email addresses to be greater than what you paid to 
acquire them.

Determining the value of an email subscriber is 
relatively straightforward, but slightly different 
methods apply based on whether your emails 
themselves are sources of revenue or if they are 
designed to drive revenue from other sources.

Determining the value of a subscriber
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If your emails are  
revenue generators

The first step in determining subscriber value is to make sure your 
subscriber database is clean. Look through your list and remove 
users who haven’t opened email in the last year. Export users who 
are currently opted-in to receive emails and add up the total revenue 
they generate.

Now that you have your revenue number, simply divide it by the 
number of users to obtain your average revenue per subscriber 
(RPS). That number is the key to understanding how much you can 
afford to spend on email acquisition (a subject covered in depth by 
MarketingProfs here) and determining the profitability of your email 
marketing program.

According to Act-On, “If you know how much you can afford to spend 
in order to get a subscriber, plug that value into your list-building or 
lead-generation efforts, and you just drew a line of ‘profitable’ versus 
‘not profitable’ for every single list-building tactic you use.”

If your emails aren’t  
sources of revenue

The ecommerce ecosystem is vast, and revenue for an increasing 
number of players is not directly linked to email, such as companies 
that advise and consult with marketers on strategy and tactics.
When email supports sales conversions in other channels, consider 
determining a figure called “average cost per action.”

“Even if you can’t attribute sales revenue directly to the marketing 
channel of your list, you can at least track responder actions and 
assign an average value to each action based on known advertising 
costs for obtaining said action,” according to MarketingProfs. “And 
if you can do that, you can equate an action taken by an existing 
subscriber to a monetary value.” You can find the mechanics of 
making that calculation here.

For marketers with several revenue sources, such as newsletters, 
webinars, ebooks and other products, it may be more important 
for them to understand the potential value of each revenue stream, 
rather than revenue per subscriber.

For instance, take the case of a company that generates $1 million 
in annual revenue and knows that it can attribute 20 percent of it, 
or $200,000, to its email newsletter. It can determine the value of 
net new business by removing all the client subscribers and dividing 
$200,000 by the remaining number of email subscribers. This 
method can also be used for “all time” and with both clients and 
non-clients, and include revenue from net new business, existing 
business, and upsells.
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Ready to Get Started? 

Visit movableink.com

to request a demo or email 

contact@movableink.com

blog.movableink.com

pinterest.com/movableink

twitter.com/movableink

Founded in 2010, Movable Ink 
pioneered the application of contextual 
experiences to email and has powered 
over 200 billion live impressions. 
Movable Ink clients can use any email 
service provider to deliver dynamic 
content that changes, in real-time, 
according to the context of each 
individual consumer. More than 350 
innovative companies including The 
Wall Street Journal, eBay, Finish Line 
and Saks Fifth Avenue use Movable Ink 
to Market in the Moment and optimize 
their email campaigns to drive ROI. 
The company is headquartered in New 
York City with offices in London and 
San Francisco. 

For more information, visit 
www.movableink.com.
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